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We report time-resolved experiments studying the dynamics of the Na3 B-X system. Femtosecond pump-probe techniques
combined with ion time-of-flight (TOF) and zero kinetic energy (ZEKE) photoelectron spectroscopy allow us to observe the
three-dimensional wavepacket motion in the excited Na3 B state and in the Na3 X state. The ground state wavepacket is induced
by stimulated emission pumping during the pump pulse. The X-state dynamics is dominated by the three vibrational modes of
the Na3. Furthermore we observed pseudorotational wavepacket motion in the B state. We do not observe a fragmentation of the
Bstate within a time interval of 10 ps.

1. Introduction

In recent years metal clusters have been the sub
ject of many experimental and theoretical publica
tions. Cluster physics form the link between molec
ular and solid state physics. Cluster-size-dependent
studies of physical properties such as geometrie
structure, ionization potential and dissociation en
ergy, or the size-dependent evolution of localized
electronic excitations in small metal clusters to co1
lective plasmon-like excitations of larger systems
yield important information about the transition
from molecular to solid-state-like behaviour. 50
dium clusters are the theoretically and experimen
tally most studied metal clusters. They can be pro
duced easily in "seeded beam" expansions and they
can be excited or ionized by convenient available
laser sources. Since there is only one valence electron
per atom, sodium clusters are very attractive and fa
cilitate theoretical studies.

The Na3 cluster has already been investigated ex
tensively (see for example ref. [1]). Very recently
we determined the geometrical structures of the neu
tral clusters Na3 and Na4 and of their positive ions
by ZEKEphotoelectron spectroscopy [2]. In earlier
work we reported on experiments applying ion and
photoelectron TOF spectroscopy to study the frag
mentation processes in two-photon ionization of Na3
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via the D state [3]. The electronic excitations ofNa3
have been investigated experimentally by resonant
two-photon ionization (TPI) spectroscopy [4] and
by depletion spectroscopy [5]. In the case of larger
sodium clusters the TPI spectroscopy with nanose
cond lasers fails due to the very short lifetimes (0.33
3.5 ps) of the excited electronic states [6]. There
fore techniques such as depletion spectroscopy or
femtosecond resonance enhanced multiphoton ion
ization (REMPI) [7] are suitable for studies of the
absorption resonances. Many different theoretical
methods [8] from the simple Hückel model to com
plex calculations on full CI level have been applied
to investigate geometrical structures, electronic ex
citations and ionization potentials of sodium clus
ters. Cocchini et al. [9] calculated the excited elec
tronic states of Na, up to an energy of2.7 eV. These
calculations show that most excited electronic states
are distorted by the Jahn-Teller effect. The Na) X
state and the B state also fall into this category. Her
mann et al. [10] reported on the first observation of
the Na) B state. Later Delacretaz et al. [11] rein
vestigated the Na) B state by resonant two-photon
ionization using nanosecond laser pulses. They orig
inally interpreted their high-resolution measure
ments in the framework of a pure Jahn-Teller model
and half-integer j values. In contrast to this inter
pretation the calculations of Meiswinkel and Köppel
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2. Experiment

The sodium clusters Na3 are produced in a "secded
beam" expansion. Sodium vapor (50-100 mbar) is
coexpanded with the inert carrier gas argon ( 1-8 bar)
through a sm all cylindrical nozzle of 100 um di
ameter. The vibrational temperature ofthe Na3 clus
ters is about 40 K as inferred from vibrational ZEKE
spectroscopy [2].

The laser system and the schematic experimental
arrangement of the cluster beam and the TOF spec
trometers are shown in fig. 1. Femtosecond pulses
are generated in a home-built CPM (colliding pulse
mode-Iocked) ring dye laser. The output of the CPM
was amplified at a rate of 100 Hz in a multipass dye
amplifier andjor in a two-stage dye amplifier, both
pumped by a 308 nm excimer laser synchronized to

Fig. 1. Femtosecond pump-probe laser system and cluster beam
arrangement. Femtosecond pulses (!= 60 fs) are generated by a
colliding-pulse mode-locked (CPM) ring dye laser, amplified in
dye amplifiers, pulse compressed, and split into identical pump
and probe pulses. Pump and probe laser beams are collinear and
perpendicular to the cluster beam and the TOF spectrometers.

[ 12] showed that the TPI spectrum of Delacretaz et
al. could alternatively be weIl understood by apply
ing a pseudo-Jahn-Teller model and integer j values.
Recently Ernst et al. [13] have reinvestigated the B
X system with rotational resolution by using cw res
onant two-photon ionization spectroscopy. These
authors believe their rotationaUy resolved spectra can
only be explained in terms of integer quantum num
bers j of the vibronic angular momentum.

The first lifetime measurements of electronically
excited states of Na3 have been reported by Broyer
et al. [14]. They have used nanosecond time-de
layed two-photon ionization techniques and found
for the decay time of the Na, B state a value of r = 14
ns. More recently Wöste and co-workers [15] have
reported time-resolved two-photon ionization spec
troscopy ofthe B state of Na, employing picosecond
pump-probe techniques. Their main result obtained
with 1.25 ps light pulses tunable in the range 600
633 nm with a bandwidth of about 15 cm -1 is the
observation of a fast decay with a 6 ps time constant
(in ref. [16] they give 3.1-4 ps) superimposed by
an oscillation with a time period of approximately 3
ps. The oscillating signal is interpreted as a pseu
dorotational motion in the B state.

Femtosecond pump-probe studies in the gas phase,
which have been pioneered by Zewail and co-work
ers [1 7 ], have shown that molecular motions can
now be probed in real-time. The time evolution of
the induced coherences have been investigated by
measuring selected fluorescence from excited states
[ 17] or by ionizing the molecule and measuring
transient ionization spectra [18].

In our studies we used femtosecond pump-probe
techniques to investigate the real-time dynamics of
two-photon ionization and fragmentation ofthe Na3
B-X system. With a tunable pump laser photon a
number of vibrational states of the B state are co
herently excited and a time delayed identical probe
laser is used to ionize the Na! and to monitor the
remaining excited state population. The formed
cluster ions (Naj ) are mass selected by a time-of
flight (TOF) mass spectrometer. In addition to the
detection of the Nat ions, the ZEKE (zero kinetic
energy) electron signal has also been measured as a
function of the delay time between the pump and
probe pulse.
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3. Results and discussion
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In an earlier publication we reported on femto
second wavepacket dynamics in multiphoton ioni
zation and fragmentation of Na2 [18]. Compared to
that experiment the dynamics in the two-photon ion
ization process of Na, via the resonant B state is
much more complex. Fig. 2a shows the transient ion
ization spectrum of Na, using 60 fs pulses at 623 nrn.
At delay time l=O, when pump and probe pulses
overlap, the total intensity is high enough to induce
fragmentation of the formed Nat clusters which
leads to the observed dip in the Nat signal around
zero delay time. This dip vanishes for lower laser in
tensities. In order to examine the induced dynamics
we analyzed the fast Fourier transform (FFT) (fig.
2b) of the transient ionization spectrum.

The contributions in the FFT spectrum near 140,

Fig. 2. Upper part: pump-probe ionization spectrum ofthe B state
of the Na3 cluster using 60 fs light pulses at 623 nm. Lower part:
Fourier (FFT) spectrum of the transient cluster (Na3) ioniza
tion spectrum displayed in the upper part.

the CPM. For the experiments described in this pa
perwe employed recompressed ultrashort laser pulses
of 60 fs (sech") time duration with nearly band
width limited spectral distributions of about 250
cm-1 and of 1 J,lJ energy. The laser pulse energy was
kept this low in the pump-probe experiments to study
thebasic physical processes. The central wavelengths
of618 and 623 nm have been obtained by adjusting
the concentrations of the gain (Rh6G) and the ab
sorber (DODCI) medium ofthe CPM dye laser. For
the pump-probe experiments we used a Michelson
arrangement to delay the probe laser relative to the
pumplaser. Both the pump and the probe laser beams
enterthe interaction region collinearly with the same
polarization and perpendicular to the cluster beam.

The pump laser forms a coherent superposition of
a number of vibrational and pseudorotationallevels,
i.e. it generates a wavepacket motion on the B-state
potentialsurface. The time-delayed probe laser mon
itors this motion by photoionizing the excited Na!
clusters. The cluster ions Na! are detected in a TOF
mass spectrometer. In addition to the Nat ions pro
duced by resonant two-photon ionization via the B
state we measured the corresponding ZEKE photo
electron signal as a function of the time delay be
tweenthe identical pump and probe pulses. For those
experiments we used a specially designed ZEKE
photoelectron spectrometer.

The technique of ZEKE electron spectroscopy,
originally proposed by Müller-Dethlefs and Schlag
[19], briefly consists of the following. The clusters
are photoionized by a short laser pulse in a field-free
region under spatially and temporally well defined
conditions. After an adjustable time delay (1-5 us )
a small pulsed electric field is applied to extract the
photoelectrons. During a time delay of 1 J,lS kinetic
photoelectrons will move away and experience a dif
ferent potential at the application of the electric field
than the resting ZEKE electrons. This leads to dif
ferent flight times and therefore the ZEKE photo
electrons can be separated by gated detection tech
niques. Besides that temporal effect a ZEKE
photoelectron spectrometer has a very narrow accep
tance angle leading to an additional steradiancy dis
crimination. The energy resolution of our ZEKE
spectrometer is about 1 cm - 1•
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90 and 50 cm - I emerge only for high laser pulse in
tensities (10 10 W / cm"). We assign these frequencies
on the basis of the spectroscopic analysis of Broyer
et al. [20] to the symmetric stretch, to the asym
metric stretch and to the bending mode in the
Na, (X) electronic ground state. The observation of
these frequencies clearly shows that at the applied
laser intensities a ground state wavepacket is gen
erated. Vibrational wavepacket motion in the elec
tronic ground state of the dimer Na2 has also been
reported recently [21]. Within the 60 fs pulse du
ration, the pump pulse with its spectral width ofabout
250 cm - I coherently excites a number of levels and
forms a wavepacket in the B state and by stimulated
emission pumping also in the X state. The three-di
mensional vibrational wavepacket motion in the
electronic ground state is monitored by ionizing
Na3(X) with two photons from the time-delayed
probe laser pulse. Such a wavepacket motion can only
be observed in the ion signal, when generation and
ionization of the wavepacket take place in localized
nuclear coordinate regions.

Besides the ground state dynamics, which is only
induced at high laser intensities, there are other con
tributions in the FFT spectrum such as the dominant
peak at 105 cm -I. With a pump pulse of a spectral
bandwidth of 250 cm -I and a central wavelength of
623 nm we can excite the 4 2Al and the 3 2B

2 state.
According to the calculations of Meyer et al. [22]
and Cocchini et al. [9] the symmetric stretch modes
of these two states lie in the range of 94 to 111 cm - I .

Thus a vibrational wavepacket motion in either one
or both states may be responsible for the observed
frequencies around 105 cm - I. The contribution
around 74 cm - I is tentatively assigned to the bend
ing and asymmetric stretch mode of the 3 2B2 state.

The other observed frequencies 8.5-12, 17.5-20
and 30.5-35 cm are assigned to a free pseudorota
tional wavepacket motion in the potential surface of
the B state. The Jahn-Teller-deformed potential sur
face is described in the coordinate frame of the bend
ing and the asymmetric stretch mode, while the to
tally symmetric stretch mode is not affected by the
Jahn-Teller effect. Delacretaz et al. [11 ] interpreted
their high-resolution two-photon ionization spec
trum of the B-X transition in the framework of a pure
Jahn-Teller model. The vibrational motion in the
Jahn-Teller-distorted potential surface can be sep-
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arated into two independent motions, a radial vi
brational motion which is characterized by the quan
tum number v, and an (angular) pseudo-"rotational'
motion around the Jahn-Teller-affected potential
surface, which resembles a mexican hat with three
bowles. In the framework of a pure Jahn-Teller model
the pseudorotation levels are described by half-in
teger j quantum numbers. From the observed fre
quencies in the FFT of the transient ionization spec
trum we conclude that a free pseudorotation
wavepacket motion in the Na3 B state occurs. The
contribution at 8.5-12 cm -I is assigned to a wave
packet motion resulting from the coherent super
position ofthe levels v=O, l;j= -3/2,j'=3/2. The
other observed frequencies, 17.5-20 and 30.5-35
cm -1 are also assigned according to the analysis of
Delacretaz et al. [11] and are due to the coherent
superposition of the levels v= 0, 1; j =3/2, 5/2 and
v= 0, 1; j =7/2, 9/2. In contrast to the high-resolu
tion experiment of Delacretaz et al. [11] we find in
the (623 nm) Nat FFT spectrum only a very minor
contribution of the corresponding radial component
(w=128 cm :"). This is probably due to the em
ployed central wavelength of the pump pulse (623
nm), which barely couples the radial vibronic levels
v= 0 and v= 1. As already mentioned, Meiswinkel
and Köppel [12] showed that the experiment of De
lacretaz et al. could equally weIl be understood in the
framework of a pseudo-Jahn-Teller model. In that
case the accidental degeneracy of the D3h states
3 2E' and 2 2A'l is removed by vibronic coupling to
the asymmetric vibrational E' mode. Within this
model the pseudorotationallevels are assigned to in
teger j values. On the basis ofthe pseudo-Jahn-Teller
model we assign the observed radial vibrational fre
quency of w~ 128 cm- 1 to the degenerate bending
and asymmetric modes in the 4 2A

l state. From our
measurements however, we cannot decide which of
these two models is more appropriate to describe the
observed dynamics, because our method is only sen
sitive to pseudorotational energy differences.

In an additional real-time experiment we mea
sured the two-photon ionization induced ZEKE
photoelectrons as a function of the pump-probe de
lay time (fig. 3a), using 60 fs light pulses at a wave
length of 618 nm. ZEKE photoelectron spectroscopy
is only sensitive to very slow electrons, which are
formed just in the vicinity of the ionization thresh-
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Fig. 3.Upper part: transient ZEKE photoelectron spectrum from
femtosecond pump-probe ionization of the B state of Na3 with
618 nrn photons. Lower part: Fourier (FFT) spectrum of the
transient Na3ZEKE photoelectron spectrum displayed in the up
per part.

olds, 1t is wellestablished now [2] that even for small
metal clusters such as Na3 and Na4' the ZEKE signal
is mainly produced by field ionization at highly ex
cited Rydberg states. In this respect it was somewhat
surprising to find a ZEKE FFT spectrum (fig. 3b)
very similar compared with the FFT of the transient
Na;- spectrum (fig. 2b). The actually measured
transient ZEKE (ionization) spectrum in fig. 3a
looks as complex as the transient Naj spectrum in
fig. 2a. It also shows the dip around t= O. Further
more the frequencies supporting the vibrational
wavepacket motion in the X and in the B state and
the pseudorotational wavepacket motion in the B
state are again clearly observed. The individual am
plitudes are somewhat different. In particular the
contribution at 90 cm - 1 is much weaker in the ZEKE
FFT spectrum, and the peak around 128 cm - 1,

4. Conclusion

Femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopy has been
applied to study the two-photon ionization dynam
ics ofNa, via the resonant B state. We observed three
dimensional wavepacket motions in both the excited
B, and due to stimulated emission pumping during
the pump pulse, also in the X electronic ground states.
In the B state we observed a free pseudorotation
wavepacket motion in the Jahn-Teller-distorted po
tential surface. On time scales of up to 10 ps we did
not find a fragmentation of the B state.

probably due to the B state radial vibrational mo
tion, is clearly seen now in contrast to the Nat FFT
spectrum. These differences are probably due to the
different photon energy of 618 versus 623 nm and
the different ionization processes. A pump laser at
618 nm with its 250 cm -1 spectral bandwidth can
coherently couple the radial v=O, v= 1 and v=2 vi
bronic levels, thus forming an observable radial vi
brational wavepacket.

However, both independent experiments, the
Naj and the ZEKE transient spectra, clearly show,
that on a time scale of up to 10 ps we do not observe
a fragmentation of the intermediate B state. This re
sult is in agreement with earlier nanosecond lifetime
measurements [14]. The recently reported fast de
cay (6 ps/3-4 ps) of the B state by Wöste and co
workers [15,16] is in clear disagreement with our
measurements. In this respect it is not obvious to us
how nanosecond and cw high-resolution two-photon
ionization measurements can be performed with such
a fast decaying resonant intermediate state. The pro
posed [ 16] coupling to so-called "dark states" which
should have zero transition probability for the ion
ization process can in our opinion not account for
the observed fast decay, because our transient ioni
zation signals clearly show the vibrational (105, 74,
128 cm -1) and pseudorotational motion in the B
state. Maybe this discrepancy is due to the employed
laser intensities or the different coherences induced
by light pulses with 20 times different pulse dura
tions. Further experiments with varying pulse du
rations are in progress.
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